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0. Introduction
Let E be an associative ring spectrum with unit, and X> Y be CPF-spectra.
We say that X is quasi E^-equivalent to Y if there exists a map h: Y->Ef\X such
that the composite (μAl)(ίAh): EΛ Y->EΛXis an equivalence where μ: E/\E->
E stands for the multiplication of E. In this case we write X~ Y> and we call
such a map h: Y->E/\X a quasi E^-equivalence. We shall be concerned with
the quasi KO*- and KU*-equivalences where KO and KU denote the real and
complex i£-spectrum respectively.
The conjugation t on KU gives rise to an involution t* on KU*X for any
CW-spectrum X. Thus the KU-hovaology KU*X is regarded as a Z/2-graded
abelian group with involution. Note that there is an isomorphism between
KU*X and KU*Y as Z/2-graded abelian groups with involution if X is quasi
KO*-equivalent to Y.
For any abelian group G we denote by SG the Moore spectrum of type
G. Evidently KU0SG^G on which f * = l and KUβG^O. Let us denote
by P and© the cofibers of the maps η: Σ1->Σ° and η2: Σ2->Σ° respectively
where η\ 21->Σ° is the stable Hopf map of order 2. It is well known that
KU0P^ZξBZ on which ί * = ( J Q) and KU^^O. On the other hand, KU0Q
^Z and KU^Q^Z on both of which f*=l .
Let H be a 2-torsion free abelian group which is written into a direct sum
of cyclic groups. If the cyclic group Zβ acts on H, then H admits a direct
sum decomposition H^A@B®C@C so that the involution p behaves as
(0.1) p = 1 on A, p = - 1 on B and p = ({ J) on C 0 C
respectively (see [6, Proposition 3.7] or [7]).
By observing these facts, Bousfield [6, Theorem 3.7] has proved the follow-
ing satisfactory result.
Theorem 1 (Bousfield). Let X be a CW-spectrum such that KU*X is a
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direct sum of 2-torsion free cyclic groups. Then there exist abelian groups A{ ( 0 ^
i^7), Cj ( O ^ y ^ l ) and Gk (0ίg&^3) so that X is quasi KO^-equivalent to the
wedge sum V(Σ' SA{) V V(ΣjPASCj) V V(Σk+1Q A SGk).
i j k
In [12, Theorems 1 and 2] or [9] a partial result of the above theorem wτas
proved by a different method from Bousfield's. In the forthcoming paper [15,
Theorem 1] we will give a new proof of the above theorem by our method de-
veloped in [12, 13].
Let H be a direct sum of 2-torsion free cyclic groups. If the cyclic group
Zβ acts on the direct sum HξBZβm, m=2\ then its matrix representation is
divided into one of the following types:
(0.2) i) ±(g J) ii) ±(g J ^ ) (s^2) on H®Zβm,
Ip' 0 0\ Ip' 0 0\
iii) ± 0 - 1 0 iv) ± 0 1 0 on H'φZφZ/Im,
\0 1 1 / \0 m 1/
Ip" 0 0 0\
v) i } " } J J on H"φZφZφZI2m
\0 1 m 1/
where H^H'®Z^H"@Z®Z and p, p' or p/7 is an involution on H, H' or Ή."
respectively which is decomposed as in (0.1).
We denote by M2nn Q2m, Nίm, Rίm, V2m and W8m the cofibers of the maps
ί
η
\ Σ1 -> SZβm , ηη: Σ3 -> SZ/2m , T;2;: ΊϊSZβm
-> Σ°, iη: Σ15Z/2 -> 5Z/m and
respectively where rj: Σ2->SZβm and ^: Σ15'Z/2m->Σ0 stand for a coextension
and an extension of η satisfying jv=η and ηi=η. In [12, Propositions 4.1, 4.2
and Corollary 4.6] we have investigated the KU- and i^O-homologies of these
elementary spectra.
We will moreover introduce some elementary spectra MQ2m, NPίm, NR2m
and R'Q2m constructed by the cofibers of the maps
i
v
 V vv' Σ1 V Σ3 -> SZβm , (
v
2jy η): Σ1 SZ\\m -> Σ° V Σ°,
and hRV: Σ
7
 -> i?L
respectively where Λ :^ Σ6-^i?L is a coextension of ^ satisfying jίihR = 7j.
After studying the i£t/- and i^O-homologies of these spectra with four cells (Pro-
positions 1.2, 1.3, 2.3 and 2.4) we will prove the following result which is our
main theorem in this note.
Theorem 2. Let X be a CW-spectrum and H be a direct sum of 2-torsion
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free cyclic groups. Assume that KU0X^H(BZβm, m=2s, and KU1X=0. Then
there exist abelian groups A
o
, AA, B2, B6 and C and a certain CW-spectrum Y so
that X is quasi KO ^equivalent to the wedge sum &40 VΣ
2 S5 2 V ΣΉ4 4 V Σ
6S# 6 V
(PΛSC)V Y. Here Y is taken to be one of the following elementary spectra
τ
2iSZβm, ^2iV2my Ί,
2iW2m (s^2), Έ,2iM2m, τ2iQ2m, Σ 2 WL, Z2iR'2m, Ί<2jMQ2mi
Z2iNPL, τ2jNR'2m and Ί?
jRfQ2mfor 0 ^ i ^ 3 and O ^ / ^ l .
In order to obtain our main theorem as a corollary we will give three the-
orems (Theorems 3.3, 4.2 and 4.4) in a slightly general form. The first theorem
is established in the situation when the conjugation t* on KUQX behaves as the
types (0.2) ii) and v), and the second or the third theorem is done in the situation
as the type (0.2) i) or the types (0.2) iii) and iv) respectively.
This paper is a continuation of [12] with the same title and we will use the
same notations as in it.
1. Some elementary spectra XY2m and XYίm with four cells
1.1. For any map/: Y—>X we denote by Cf its cofiber. Thus Y—>X—>
Cf-^^Fisacofiber sequence. The Moore spectrum SZβm is obtained as the
cofiber of multiplication by 2m on Σ°. In this case the maps i2m: Έ,
0
->SZβm
and j 2 m : SZβm-^Σ1 are often abbreviated to be i and j respectively. By apply-
ing Verdier's lemma (see [2]) we can easily show
Lemma 1.1. i) Given two maps f: Y-*X, g: Z->X the cofiber C/Vg of
the map f\/g: YVZ-+X coincides with the cofiber C{ g of the composite ifg: Z->
Cf. In particulary the cofiber Cfyg coincides with the wedge sum Cf\J^ZxZ if
g: Z-*X is factorized through Y as g=fh: Z-> Y-+X for some map h.
ii) Given two maps /: X-+Y, g: X-+Z the cofiber C(ftg) of the map (/, g):
X-^Y\/Z coincides with the cofiber Cgjf of the composite gjf: ΎΓιCf-^Z. In
particulary the cofiber C(ftg) coincides with the wedge sum CfVZ if g: X—>Z is
factorized through Y asg=hf: X^Y->Zfor some map h.
Let ή2m: Σ
2
->SZβm be a coextension of η satisfying j2ntV2m~v
η2m: ^SZβm-^Έ,
0
 an extension of η satisfying V2mhm:==V where η: Σ 1 - ^ 0
denotes the stable Hopf map of order 2. The maps η2m and η2m are often ab-
breviated to be rj and η respectively. After choosing these maps suitably there
holds the following relation
(1.1) vΛ = W2.+W72. : X'SZβm -> SZβm
(see [5, Lemma 7.2]).
Let us denote by M2my N2my P2my Q2my R2my M'2my N'2my PL, QL and R'2m
respectively the elementary spectra constructed by the following cofiber sequen-
ces as in [12, (4.1) and (4.2)]:
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Σ
1
 i SZβtn *$ M
Σ
2
 ϊ SZ/2m i ΛΓ
2wί
(1.2) Σ 2
Σ
3
Σ
4
Σ
2
Σ
3
Σ
3
Σ
4
L -
R2m
Σ°
2 Σ° §> QL jί ΊΪSZβrn
^ Σ ° ^ i?L ^ Σ4SZ/2m
In [12, Propositions 4.1 and 4.2] we have calculated the KU- and i£O-homologies
of these elementary spectra with three cells.
Given two cofibers X2m, Y2m of any maps / : 2
i
->SZ/2ni, g: Ί/->SZβm
(i^j) we denote by XY2m the cofiber of the maps fVg: ΣίVΣy-^*S'Z/2m.
Dually we denote by XY'lm the cofiber of the map (/, g): ΣiSZ/2m-^Σy"ί'VΣ°
for two cofibers X'2m, Yί» of any maps/: Σ ^ Z ^ m - ^ Σ
0
, g: 2jSZβtn->Z0 (i^j).
We will only deal with the CW-spectra XY2m and XY'2u when X=M or N and
Y=P, Q or i? as Lemma 1.1 may be applicable to the other cases. Note that
L), MQ2m =(1.3) MP2m = Σ3D(MPL),  Σ 4 ΰ ( M Q L ) , MR2m = τ5D(MR'2m)
NP2m = Z
3D(NPL), ΛΓQ2m = VD(NQL), iVi?2w = Σ5Z)(iVΛL)
where DPT stands for the Spanier-Whitehead dual of ί F (cf. [12, (4.3)]).
1.2. We will now compute the i£?7 homologies of the above mentioned
spectra W=XY2m, XYίm with four cells, by making use of the results in [12,
Proposition 4.1].
Proposition 1.2. The KU homologies KUQW, KUλW and the conjugation
t* on them are given as follows:
w
κu
o
w
t*
KU,W
t*
w
KU0W
κu
x
w
t*
= MP2m
^Z®Z/m
-(-i 3
& z
i
= MP'2m
= £J\^J£J 1 ill
-C -3
= z
= 1
M Q 2 ,
20Z0Z/2m
1-1 0 0\
0 1 0
\ 1 m 1/
0
MQ2m
z®z
(-1 0\
1 0 lj
Z/2m
- 1
MR2m
Z@Z/2m
(-1 0\
I 1 lj
z
1
MR2m
Z0Z/2m
/I 0\
lo lj
Z
- 1
NP2m
Z/m
1
Z 0 Z
/ - I ON
I 0 - l j
NPί.
Z@Z@Z/m
β o o\
0 1 0
lθ 1 - 1 /
0
NQ2m
Z©Z/2m
U lj
z
- 1
NQί
m
z
1
Z©Z/2m
/I 0\
lo - l j
NR2m
Z/2m
1
Z0Z
/ - I ON
I 0 lj
Z®Z@Z/2m
1-1 0 0\
0 1 0
1 00 1/
0
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where the matrices behave as left action on abelian groups.
Proof. The W=MP2m case has been computed in [14, Proposition 1.2 i)].
We will investigate the behaviour of the conjugation /•* on KU*W only when
W=MQ2m, NPίm and NR'2m, the other cases being easy.
i) The W=MQ2m case: Consider the two commutative diagrams
Σ
3
 = Σ
3
ΪMVV 4 4 0
M2m^ Σ
2
4 4
» SZβm -* MQ2m -^ Σ2 V Σ4
= Σ
4
Σ
3
 — ^ > 5 Z / 2 « - > (?2m - Σ4
I II 4 1
Σ
1
 VΣ 3 > 5Z/2OT — JMQ,. — Σ2 VΣ 4
Σ
2
 = Σ
2
involving cofiber sequences. Evidently KU0MQ2m^KU0CΣ2VΣl*)φKU0SZI2m
s*Z®Z@Zβm and KU1MQ2m=0. In order to observe the behaviour of t*
on KUoMQ2m we use the three split short exact sequences 0^>KU0SZβm-*
KU0MQ2m^KU0(τzW)^0, 0->KU0M2m^KU0MQ2m->KU0Ί,<->0 and
0->KU
ΐlQ2m-+KU0MQ2m->KU(>Ίl2-*0. Since [12, Proposition 4.1] says that
h = (~\ fj on KΌ<M2msέZ®Zβm and t*=Qn J) on KU0Q2m^Z®Zβm,
/-I 0 0\
we can easily verify that <*= 0 1 0 ] on KU0MQ2m^ZφZ®Zβm as desired.
V 1 wz 1/
ii) The W—NPίm case: Consider the two commutative diagrams
2° = 2°
I I
Σ
1C7/OAM L χΌ\/χΌ ^ ATΈ>Γ ^ V2C7/O4M
II 4 * ! 4 II
ΊΪSZβm ——> Σ° -> iVί« -• Ί?SZβm
VJ 4 0 ' "'
Σ
1
 = Σ
1
Σ° = Σ°
I I
^
VJ
' > Σ°VΣ° -* iVP2'm -* Ί?SZβm
ϊ π i II
— — • Σ° ^  PL ->τ2 SZβm
Σ
1
 = Σ
1
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involving cofiber sequnces, where ck: Σ
0
-*Σ°VΣ° and πk: Σ
OVΣ°-^Σ°(£=1, 2)
denote the &-th injection and projection respectively. We can easily see that the
short exact sequence O^KU
o
τ°^KU
o
NPL->KU
o
PL-+O is split, by using
the following commutative diagram
= Σ°
ΊΪSZβm ^ * - 4 Σ°VΣ°
I *II
ΊΪSZβm
ij
Σ
2
Σ°
II
Σ°
N'2M -* ΊϊSZβrn
I I j
Q ~~* Σ
with πμ^l. Thus Kl]^NPf2m^KU^®KU^flm^Z®Z®Z\m and KU.NPL
= 0 . Since t*=(T _ ? ) on KUJ*'2me*Z®Zlm by means of [12, Proposition
/I 0 0\
4.1]), it follows immediately that f*= 0 1 0 on KU^NP^m
as desired.
iii) The W^NR^m case: Use the commutative diagram
Ί?SZβm
II
involving cofiber sequences, in which the upper row becomes a cofiber sequence
by means of Lemma 1.1 ii). Then we can easily see that the short exact sequence
0-*KU0(Ί,2\/τ0)^KU0NR'2m->KU0I,iSZβm^0 is split, and KU1NR'2m = 0.
Hence it is immediate that KU0NR2m^KU0{Ί,2Vl?)®KUa ΣliSZβmaiZ®Z®
/ - I 0 0\
Zβm on which £*= 0 1 0 .
\ 0 .0 1/
We will next compute the KO homologies of the above mentioned spectra
W=XY2m and XY2m, by making use of the results in [12, Proposition 4.2].
Proposition 1.3. The KO homologies KOiW are tabled as follows:
i Ξ
MP2m
MQ2m
MR2m
NP2m
= 0
Z/2m
Z®Z/2m
Z/2m
Z/2m
1
0
0
z
Z/2
2
Z
Z@Z/2
Z@Z/2
0
3
Z
0
Z/2
z@z
i Ξ
MP'2m
MQ2m
MRL
NP'2m
Ξ 0
z
z
Z@Z/2m
z®z
1
z
Z/2
Z/2
Z/2
2
Z/2m
Z
Z/2
Z/2m
3
0
Z/2m
Z
0
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NQ2m
NR2m
Z@Z/2m Z/2 Z/2 Z
Z/2m Z@Z/2 Z/2 Z@Z/2
NQ'2m
NR'2m
Z Z®Z/2 Z/2 Z/2m
Z@Z/2m Z/2 Z®Z/2 Z/2
in which = stands for the congruence modulo 4.
Proof. We have computed KO*MP2m in [14, Proposition 1.2 ii)]. In the
other cases we can similarly compute KO^W, by using the long exact sequences
of KO homologies induced by the cofiber seqeunces as appeared in the proof
of Proposition 1.2. In computing K0*W we may moreover apply the univer-
sal coefficient sequence 0->Ext(KO3_*DW9 Z)^KO*W->Hom(KO4_.*DWJ Z)
->0 (see [11]) combined with (1.3).
2. Some elementary spectra Y'X2m with four cells
2.1. Let X2mj Y'2m denote the cofibers of maps/: Σ
i
->SZβmy g: Σ'SZβm
->Σ° respectively. If the composite £/: Σ ί + J->Σ° is trivial, then there exists a
coextension h: Σi+J+1-+Y2m of/and an extension k: Σ'-X^-* Σ° of g so that the
following diagram is commutative
\h
'2m
if
15Z/
with four cofiber sequences. Here the maps h and k are dependent on each
other so that their cofibers coincide. We will here choose suitable pairs (A, k)
to construct some elementary spectra Y'X2m=Chtk.
There exist maps
(2.1) kM:M2
2m
N'2MAί,: Σ1-* ML , %:Σ5->#L> A
ρ
:Σ
5
-^QL, hN: 1
such that kMiM=j: SZβm->Ί<\ kRiR=vj: SZβm-^Σ0, kQίQ=η:
η: Ί,
2
->SZβtn *ndj'NhN=ήη: l?-*SZβm. Such maps ks, kQ, kN, h'R, hQ and
hN are uniquely chosen, and moreover the composites ηkM and h'Mη are also de-
termined uniquely although kM and h'M are not so.
Let X2nn Y2m be the cofibers of maps/: Έl
i
->SZβmJ
v
: 2,i+1-+SZβm, and
Yίm, XL the cofibers of maps g: XjSZβm->Έ,°,
 v
g: 2j*+1SZβm-»Σ° respec-
tively. Then there exist maps λ^>r: Σ
1
- ^ * - * ^im Pr,χ: ^ " ^ ^ ^ and dually
~\>x,γ' ^YL-^XL, px,γ - X2m->YL related by the following commutative
diagrams:
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Σ
i + 1
 -^ Ί>SZβm
II /„ iv
SZβm
Σ
i + 2
 Έ,
i+1SZβm • Ί,i+2SZβm
II
Σ
i+2SZβm
iv
*
Ψ Λjr.y || || -ηg * V * W
Y2m - * Σ
i + 2
 τ
i+1SZβm-£ Σ,0-* X'2m
i PY.X iv iv II i P'X.Y I V
X2m -+ Σ
ί + 1
 ^SZβm -* Σ° - YL -• ΊtSZβm
gBy composing the maps chosen in (2.1) with the above maps we set
kN = kMpntM: N2m —> Σ
1
 Aίr = λM.ivAjίί: Σ —> A^ 2m
L L -v . v l/^ χ*0 L/ _/ Z./ . ^*5 f\t
KQ = °R\QtR . .** ^ «2«ί —^ -^ ^Q — PRtQHR ' ^-ι V2w
: Σ T 2 M -* Σ° A= = p£ PAQ : Σ
5
 -^ PL
= V*V
These maps satisfy the following equalities respectively:
(2.3) kNiN = j , kQiQ = η2j , kRiR = η , M P = rfη ,
j'Nh'N = i, j'Qh'Q = iη2, JRhR = η, j'p%p = yy> Ji^M = vv2'
Note that such maps kQ, kPy kM) h'Q, hP and hM are uniquely determined, and
moreover the composites η2kN and h'Nη
2
 are so, too.
Using suitable pairs (h, k) consisting of maps chosen in (2.1) and (2.2), we
can construct some elementary spectra Y'X2m=Chfk taken to be the cofiber of the
two maps h> k as follows:
(2.4)
Y'X2m
M'M2m
M'N2m
N'M2m
pill
Q'P2m
Q'Q2m
Q'R2m
R'Q2m
M'R2m
NfQ2m
N'R2m
Q'N2m
R'M2m
R'N2m
h'Mη:Ί,2-»M'2m
h'Mτι
2
: 2 3 - > M 2 M
h'jx η : 2 3 - * N2m
h : 2 5 -> Qέ
ra
Λρ^ : 2 6 -* Qί
m
*Qf:V-+QL
hBη: 2
7
- > ^
m
hN : 2
5
 -* i\r^
h'y : 2 5 -> ^
m
^ : 2 « - ^
w
J f e :
ηkM:
-qkN :
£;:
7] KQ '.
y\ kR i
kR:
kQ :
τ}kR :
kN :
k
x
:
Ik*:
2^2w,->20
M2m - 2«
N2m-»τ«
2^1^20
ΐϊl-20
2 2 P 2 m -> 2 °
2 2 Q 2 w -+ 2 °
2 2 i ? 2 w ι - > 2 0
i?2m "> 2 °
2 i Q 2 m - * 2 °
2W2 f f l -* 2 0
^M2m -> 2°
2W2wί->20
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For all of these elementary spectra we notice that
(2.5) Y'X2m = τi+i+2D(XΎ2m)
where DPT stands for the Spanier-Whitehead dual of W.
2 '
2.2. Consider the cofiber sequence Σ2->Σ°-»Q-»Σ3. Then the square
Ύj2 has a unique coextension f: Σ5-»Q and a unique extension ξ: Σ2Q->Σ° satis-
fying jQξ=η2 and ξiQ=η2. Denote by QQ the cofiber of f which coincides with
the cofiber of ξ. Then we have
Lemma 2.1. i) KU0QQ^Z®Z on which * * = ( " " J j ) ,
Z 0fl which t*— — l.
ii) KOiQQ^Z®Z/2, Z/2, Z, Z, Z, 0, Z, Z according as i=0, 1, ••-, 7.
Proof. Use the following commutative diagram
Σ
5
 -* Q -> QQ
II I 1 II
Σ
5
 -Hj Σ 3 ^> Σ3Q -> Σ 6
Σ
1??
-> Σ 1
involving four cofiber sequences. Then it is obvious that KU0QQz
KU0Q^Z®Z and KU^QQ^KU^^Z. Moreover KO{QQ are easily com-
puted except i=0 and 1. On the other hand, the Bott cofiber sequence induces
two exact sequences 0->KOzQQ->KUzQQ-^KOιQQ->0 and 0-+KU&Q-+
KO7QQ->KOQQQ-^KU0QQ-^KO6QQ^0. Since the above monomorphisms
are both multiplications by 2 on Z, we can also determine KOiQQ (i=Q, 1)
immediately.
We next consider the commutative diagram
KOSQQ
KU4QQ j
with exact diagonals. Here the two vertical arrows are both multiplications by
2 on Z. As in [12, (2.3)] we can easily observe that * * = ( ~ { j ) on KU4QQ^
by replacing suitably the splitting of j Q Q * if necessary.
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On the other hand, it is obvious that ί*= —1 on
Combining Lemma 2.1 with Theorem 1 we get
Corollary 2.2. QQ~PVΣ7
Choose two maps \Q: Q2m->Ί<ιQ, ρQ: Q->Qim making the diagram below
commutative
Σ
3 S?
II
Σ
3
- ^
SZβm •
Σ
1
 • Σ'Q
Σ
4
Σ
4
Σ
2
\i
l,2SZβm
VV
Q -* Σ3
I Pa I
Q'2m-+Ί?SZβm.
Then the following equalities hold:
2.3. We will now compute the KU homologies of the elementary spectra
W= Y'X2m with four cells mentioned in (2.4).
Proposition 2.3. The KU homologies KU
a
W, KUXW and the conjugation
t% on them are given as follows:
w
KUoW
t*
w
KU0Vi
t*
w
κu
o
v\
t*
t*
= M'M2m
r ^ Z
-j
r^ Z@Z/2m
- (-J ?)
= P'R
ΐm
rsz Z@Z/m
- (ί -?)
^^ z
= - 1
= R'R2m
7g± Z®Z/2m
~ VO l j
7ς^ Z
=
 i
M'N2m N'M2m
Z®Z Z@Z@Z/2.
[I I) (o ° o]
\° !/ \i o -lj
Z/2m 0
1
( - 1 ON / - I ON
I 1 lj I 0 lj
m : odd m : even
Z/m
1
MrR2m N'Q2m
Z®Z Z®Z®Z/2m
V i ij \ o o - 1 /
Z/2w 0
1
N'N2Λ
m Z®ZI',
1 6 - 3 (1
m
Z
1
Q'Q2m
Z
1
Z®Z/2m
(-1 0\[ m - l j
A T ^ 2 W
Z®Z/2m
[o - l j
z
- 1
z@z
IX ON
lθ l j
Zβm
- 1
(i S
Z/2m
- 1
0 0\ /-I
1 0 0
0 - 1 / W/2
:odd m :
0
0 0\
1 0
1 - 1 /
even
Z®Z/m Z®Z®Z/2m
I
)
α o\ /ϊ
0^ 1/ 1
z
- 1
^ M 2 W
^φZ0Z/2m 2
/-I 0 0\
1 1 0
1 0 0 1/
0
0 0\
0 l)
0
i?W 2 w
r0Z/2w
β 3
z
- 1
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where the matrices behave as left action on abelian groups.
Proof. By making use of [12, Propositions 4.1 and 4.2] we will investigate
the behaviour of the conjugation t* on KU*W when W=N'M2m, P'Q2m> QT 2 w ,
R'Q2m> M'R2my N'Q2my Q'N2m and R'M2m, the other cases being easy. Denote
by t
w
 the conjugation t* on KU *W ίor convenience sake.
i) The W=N'M2m case: Use the commutative diagram
II
Σ
3
 >
l-η
Σ° =
N'tm ->
1
Ί?SZβm -*
i V2j
Σ
1
 =
Σ°
y
I v
Σ
1
»-^Σ
4
II
, - > Σ 4
involving four cofiber sequences. Evidently KU0N
fM2m^KU0V®KU0N
/
2m^
(1 0 0\
Z®Z®Zβnι and KU1N
fM2m=0. Set fΛr/J#= Λ 1 0 on KU0N'M2m^
\b 0 - 1 /
Z®Z@Zβm for some integers α, i because ^ — ( π _ i ) o n KU0N2m^
ZtBZβm. Since ίjif=(| __-jJ on KU_2M2m^Z®Zβm, we may take to be
δ = l . On the other hand, the equality £#/M—1 implies that a=0. Thus tN'M—
n o o\
0 1 0 as desired.
\1 0 - 1 /
ii) The W=P'Q2m case: Use the commutative diagram
Σ
5
-
II
Σ° =
I
PL -1
ij'p
l2SZβm -> I
iv
Σ
1
 =
Σ°
ί
°'Q2m —>
I jp'Q.Q
Έ?Q2m —>
I δ β
Σ
1
Σ
6
II
Σ
6
involving four cofiber sequences. Evidently
ZζBZ(BZ/m and KU^'Qzm^Q- The induced homomorphism;>Q)(?Hi: KU0P'Q2m
->KU.2Q2m may be expressed by the matrix Γ
Z/2m since j ^ : Kυ^f2m-^KU.2SZβm is given by the row (1 - 2 ) :
/ - I 0 0\
Z/2m. Set ίP/Q— a \ 0 on KUJ?'Qlm^Z§Z®Z\m for some integers
\ 6 1 - 1 /
a, b. Recall that ί^=ί ~~ _ i ) on KU_2Q2m. Then the equality jP'QtQ* tPrQ=
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ΪQJP'Q.Q* implies that a—2b=m mod 2m, thus a=tn mod 2. So we may take to
be (a, δ)=(l, m+1/2) or (0, m/2) according as m is odd or even. Since the
/ - I 0 0\ / - I 0 0\
matrix I 1 1 0 is congruent to 1 1 01, the result is immediate.
U+l/2 1-1/ \ 0 0 - 1 /
iii) The PF=Q'P2 w case: Use the commutative diagram
2° -* Σ°
Σ
5
-2 QL -+Q'P2m^τ6
II I UVΛPII
Σ
5
 -^ ΊϊSZβm -> Σ3P2 m -> Σ
6
Σ
1
 = Σ
1
involving four cofiber sequences. It follows immediately that KUQQ'P2m^
KU^3P2m®KU0X° on which t*=ί +\ for some integer a, and KUιQ'P2m^
KU-2P2m^ZIm on which t%= — l. We will show that the integer a may be
taken to be 1 or 0 according as m is odd or even.
We will first compute the KO homologies KOiQrP2m. By using the above
commutative diagram it is easily checked that KO2jQ'P2m^Z> KO2Q'P2m^
KO
Ί
Q'P2m^Z\m and KO^QrP2m^Zjm®Zβ. In order to determine the re-
mainder KO,QfP2m we consider the exact sequence KO3Q'P2m-*KU3Q'P2m-+
KO
ι
Q'P2m-*'§ induced by the Bott cofiber sequence. Since there exists a short
exact sequence Q^KO3Q2m^KU3Q2m->KOιQ2m-->Q> it is easily seen that
We next use the commutative diagram
κu
o
τ° ^ κo2Q'P2m
I KU0Q'P2m I
κo0Q'P2m ε0* ]Q'P,P*
with exact diagonals. Here the left vertical arrow is just multiplication by 2 on
Z, and the right one is multiplication by 2 or 1 on Z according as m is odd or
even. By a parallel discussion to [12, (2.3)] it is easily observed that a is odd or
even according as m is odd or even. Therefore we may take a to be 1 or 0
according as m is odd or even, by replacing suitably the splitting of jo'ptp* if
necessary. Thus tQ'P=(~~ J ^) or (~~J ^ on KU0Q'P2m^ZφZ according
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as m is odd or even.
iv) The W=R'Q2m case is shown similarly to the case i).
v) The W—N'Q2m case: We have the following commutative diagram
Σ° = Σ°
|| I XN'Q i XQ II
Σ° -> QQ -* Σ3Q t Σ1
i I ?
Σ
1
 = S1
involving four cofiber sequences, because of (2.6). Evidently KU0N'Q2m^
/ - I 0 0
KU_2Qim®KU0Ί!>sxZ®Zβm@Z and KU1N'Q2m=0. Set V β = m —1 0
\ a 0 1
on KU0N'Q2m^Z@ZI2m@Z for some integer a. Then the equality XN'Q*tN'O
=tQQ\N'Q* implies that « = 1 because tQQ=[ •, -i) o n KU0QQ by Lemma 2.1.
/-I 0 0\ /-I 0 ON
Since the matrix I »ι — 1 0 I is congruent to I 0 — 1 01, the result is im-
V 1 0 1/ \ 1 0 1/
mediate.
vi) The W=M'R2m case: Consider the commutative diagram
^SZβm/\P = SZβmΛP
Σ
5
 ~* Nί
m
 - > N'Q2m - Σ 6
II IP'N.M I II
Σ
5
 τ* ML — M'R2m -* Σ
6
ΊϊSZβmAP = Σ1SZβmΛP
involving four cofiber sequences. Evidently KUQM'R2mszKU0Σfi(BKU0M2m=
/ - I 0 0\
Z Θ Z and KUJM'B9matKU1M
/
2matZI2m. Since Vo = 1 1 0 on
\ 0 0 — 1 /
, it is easily seen that tM'R = (~\ j ) o n KUoM'R2m
Hence the result follows,
vii) The W=Q'N2m case: We have the following commutative diagram
Σ
3
 = Σ
3
Σ
3
- ^ Q -+ QQ - * Σ 6
II I PQ I PQ'N II
Σ
3
- Q'2m -»Q'N2m - > Σ 6
Σ
4
 = Σ
4
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involving four cofiber sequences, because of (2.6). Then it is easily obtained
that KU0Q'N2m^KUQQQ^ZeZ on which * * = ( " " } 5)> a n d K-UxQ'N2u^
KU
x
Q'2m^Zβm on which ί*= — 1 .
viii) The W=R'M2m case: Consider the commutative diagram
Ί?SZβm/\P = ΊfSZβmΛP
hR i i
Σ
5
- Λ L -> R'M2m - Σ
6
II I P^.Q IPR'M,Q'N II
Σ
5
- Qί. -> Q W t e - Σ 6
Ί?SZβm/\P = Ί?SZβm\P
involving four cofiber sequences. Evidently KU0R'M2ttt
/ - I 0 0\
Z φ Z φ Z β m a n d K U
x
R f M 2 m = ^ S e t ί j ? / j f = a 1 ° o n 0 2 m
\ b 0 1/
ZφZφZβm for some integers α, 5. Then the equality pR'M,Q'N*tR'M—
ΪQ'NPR'M,Q'N* implies that a= 1 because ίo^=f i i ) o n KU0QfN2m^ZφZβm.
/-1 ° °\.
So the result follows immediately, since the matrix I 1 1 0 J is always con-
/ - I 0 0\ \ δ 0 I/
gruent to 1 1 0 I for any integer b.
\ 0 0 1/
2.4. Finally we will compute the KO homologies of the elementary spectra
W= Y'X2m with four cells mentioned in (2.4).
Proposition 2.4. The KO homologies KO{W are tabled as follows:
i
0,4
1,5
2,6
3,7
i
0,4
1,5
2,6
3,7
M'M2m
Z
Zβm
0
Z
Q'P2m
z
Z/2®Z/m
Z
Z/m
M'N2m
Z®Z
Zβm
Z/2
0
Q'Q2m
z
(*)
m
0
Z@Z/m
N'M2m
z@z
Z/2
Z/±m
0
Q'R2m
z@z
(*).
Z/2
Z/m
N'N2m
Z
Z®Z/2
Zβm
Z/2
R'P2m
Z®Z/m
Z/2
Z/2®Z/m
Z
P'Q2M
Z®(Z/2®Z/m)
0
Z®Z/m
0
R'Q2m
Z®Z®Z/m
Z/2
(*)*,
0
P'R*
m
Z®{Z/2®Z/m)
Z/2
Z/m
Z
R'R*
m
Z®Z/m
Z®Z/2
(*)*
Z/2
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i
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
MR'2m
Z0Z/2
Z/4w
Z0Z/2
Z/2
Z
Z/m
Z
Z/2
N'Q2m
Z0Z/2
Z/2
Z®Z/4m
Z/2
Z&Z/2
0
Z®Z/m
0
N'R2m
Z0Z/2
Z/2&Z/2
Zβm
Z0Z/2
Z&Z/2
Z/2
Z/m
Z
VN2m
Z0Z/2
Z/2
Z
Z/m
Z
Z/2
Z0Z/2
Z/4m
tf'M2w,
Z0Z/4m
Z/2
Z0Z/2
0
Z^Z/m
0
Z0Z/2
Z/2
i?W2w
Z0Z/4m
Z/2&Z/2
Z/2
Z
Z®Z/m
Z/2
Z/2
Z0Z/2
(*)
m
 stands for ZjA or Z/20Z/2 according as m is odd or even.
Proof. We have computed KO*Q'P2m in the proof of Proposition 2.3.
In the other cases we can similarly compute by using the long exact sequences of
i£O homologies induced by the cofiber sequences as appeared in the proof of
Proposition 2.3. We may also apply the universal coefficient sequence com-
bined with (2.5) as in the proof of Proposition 1.3.
3. Elementary Z/2-actions
3.1. Let H be a direct sum of 2-torsion free cyclic groups. If the cyclic
group Zβ of order 2 acts on the abelian group Hf then there exists a direct sum
decomposition H^AφBφC0C with C free on which the Z/2-action pH is
/I 0 0 0\
represented by the matrix I ^  ~~^ ^ ^ I (use [6, Propositions 3.7 and 3.8] or
[7]). " \0 0 1 0/
If the cyclic group Zβ acts on the direct sum H®Zβs+\ s^O, then its
matrix representation is written into one of the following types:
(3.1) i) ±(g* ϋ) on
/p^ 0 0\ /P//, 0 0\iii) ± 0 - 1 0 iv) ± 0 1 0
\o l 1/ \o 2s υ
/PJ, 0 0 0\
, /θ - 1 0 0\
± 0 0 1 0
\0 1 2 s 1/
on H'φZ®Zβ s+1
o n
where the matrices behave as left action on HφZj2s+1 and H^
H"®ZΦZ.
A Z/2-action p on an abelian group H is said to be elementary if the pair
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(H, p) is one of the following kinds of pairs (cf. [12, 5.1]):
(3.2) (Λl), (B,-l), (CφC,Q J)), (Z/8m,4m±l),
(Z®Z/2m,
/-I 0 0\
(ZφZφZβm, ± 0 1 0 ) .
\ l « 1/
We here deal with a CW-spectrum X such that the conjugation t* on
KUgX is decomposed into a direct sum of the above elementary Z/2-actions,
and KUlX=0. Thus
(3.3) KU0X
where each of the summands A' and B' is a direct sum of the forms ZjSm, each
of the summands DφD', EφE', FφF' and G φ G ' is a direct sum of the forms
ZφZ/2m, and each of the summands IφIφΓ a n d / θ / φ / ' is a direct sum of
the form ZφZφZ/2m. Moreover the conjugation t* acts on each component
of KU0X as follows:
(3.4) ί* = l, - 1 , (J J) on A, B, CφC.
ί* = 4m+l , 4m—1 on the component Z/8m of A', B'.
/I 0\ / - I 0\ /I 0\ / - I 0\ .,
ί
* = U _ l j » ( 1 l j ' U l ) ' \ m _ i j on the component
ZΘZβm of DφP', £"φ£', F φ ί " , GΦG'.
I 0 0\
0—1 0 on the component ZφZφZ/2m of
1 m - 1 /
/Φ/Φ/'
For any direct sum H= ®ZI2mi we denote by i/(*) the direct sum φ(*) W ί
where (*)
m
.=Z/4 or Z/20Z/2 according as 7ft; is odd or even. Moreover we
write 2H=φZlmi and 1/2 H=
Let ^ C denote the self-con jugate ^-spectrum, which is obtained as the
fiber of the map \ — t: KU->KU (see [3]). Given a CW-spectrum X satisfying
(3.3) with (3.4) we can easily compute its KC homology as in [12, Lemma 5.1].
Lemma 3.1. Assume that
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KC0X^A®(B*Zβ)φC®(2A')®(B'*Zβ)®(D®D'*Zβ)®E'
®{F®F')®{G'*Zβ)®{I@Γ)®{J@J'*Zβ)
KCiX^(A®Zβ)φBφCφ(A'<S>Zβ)φ{2B')φ(lβD')φE
K02X^(A*Zβ)φBφCφ(A'*Zβ)®(2B')φD'Φ(EφE'*Zβ)
Φ(F'*Zβ)φ(GφG')φ(IφΓ*Zβ)®(Jφf)
KC3X^Aφ{B®Zβ)φCφ{2A')φ{B'®Zβ)φDφ{\βE')
Φ(Fφ2F')φG'(*)φ(IφΓ)®(J®J'®Zβ)
ii) KO1XφKO5X^(A®Zβ)Φ(B*Zβ)φ(D'*Zβ)φ(F'®Zβ)
KO3XφKOΊX^{A*Zβ)φ{B®Zβ)Φ{E'*Zβ)Φ{G'®Zβ)
Let us denote by V2m and Wim respectively the elementary spectra con-
structed by the following cofiber sequences:
(3.5) ΊϊSZβ -4 SZ\m -i V2m -± J?SZβ
SZβm % Wim
 J
-% Σ'SZβ .
By observing [12, (5.4)] and Propositions 1.2 and 2.3 we here list up some
of CϊF-spectra X with a few cells such that KU0X contains only one 2-torsion
cyclic group and KU1X=0.
KU0X ss
/* =
X =
KU0X s
(3.6)
ί* =
/* =
v2m
Z/2m
1
MQ2m
Z®Z®Z/2m
/ - I 0 0\
( 0 1 OΪ
v
 1 m K
P'Q2m
Z®Z®ί
(1 0
ίo - l
v l m
o\
-?)
Z/8m
4m + l
Z 0 Z 0
/I 0
(°oϊ
Z0Z/2m
Π!)
[m
Z/2m
-?)
Z 0 Z 0
/I 0
Vθm
o\
?)
Zi
(
Q.
Z©i
&Z®2
- 1 0
0 1
0 0
2m
l )
°\V
N'Q2m
Z0Z02
/-I 0
1 x
\ o o
Oλ
-?)
Z®Z/2m Z®Z/2m
(1 O\ 11 0\
lo - l j lo lj
ΛΓ'M 2 m
/I 0 0\
(θ 1 O)
R'M
ΐm
Z@Z®Z/2m
/-I 0 0\
I l l o)
V 0 0 1/
We will write simply y ^ V ^ . for any direct sum H=®Zβmi when
= Γ , IF,M, Q and so on.
3.2. For later use we will here study the induced homomorphism
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when X=Q2m, N'2m, R'2m, NP'tm, NR'2m and R'Q2m
L e m m a 3.2. The induced homomorphisms 6C»: KOjX—ϊ KC X are repre-
sented by the following matrices M;(X):
i) M
o
 (Q2m) = (J J) : Z ΦZ/2m - Z φZ/2m
M4(Q2m) = (l 2 ) :
ii) M0(Nf2m)= {^j: Z
M<(N'2m) = (I ^ : Z0Z/2 ^ Z0Z/2
iii) M0(R'2m) = (J 2) :
M4(/2ί.) = (} 2) :
/I 0\
iv) M0(Λ^PίM) = 0 1 : Z0Z-^ZφZΘZ/2
\o 0/
/I 0\
Δ = 0 1 : Z0Z — Z φZ ΘZ/2
\1 0/
v) MQ{NR'2m) =
M2(NR'2m) = (J 0) :
M4(NR'2m) = ({ 2) : ZφZβm -* ZφZβm
M6(NR'2m) = (} 2) = -^ΘZ/2 -> ZφZ/2
/I 0 0\
vi) M
o
 (i? 'Q2m) = 0 1 0 : Z Θ Z ΘZ/m -* Z Θ Z 0Z/2m
\0 0 2/
/I 0 0\
•M4 (Λ'Qa.) = 0 1 0 : Z ®ZφZ/m -^ ZΦZφZ/2m
\l 0 2/
where the matrices behave as left action.
Proof. i) The X=Q2m case: Obviously Gc*: KO0Q2m-*KC0Q?m is an
isomorphism, and moreover we have the following commutative diagram
0 -> KO5V -> KOASZβm -> KO4Q2m -* KO4V -> KO3SZβm -* 0
I I 1
0 -> KU4SZβm -> i^ί74Q2Λί -> i^C/4Σ4 -> 0
with exact rows. As is easily seen, the central arrow £^*: KO4Q2m-+ KU4Qt'2m
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is expressed as the matrix ί ^ ^Γ %φZ\m->ZφZβm. The result is
immediate.
ii) The X=N2m case: Using the commutative diagram
Q
I - I
0 -* KU
o
τ° -> KUQN'2m -> KU6SZβm -* 0
with a split exact row, it is easily checked that M0(iV£m) ==(QJ.
We next compare the two commutative diagrams
0 . 0 0
KOAN'2m 1 1 KUAN'2m
KO2SZβm KU4Q KU2SZβm
with exact diagonals. Since KOAN'2mszKO4Q@KOA?,2sxZ®Zβ and KU4N'2m
^KU4l?@KU2SZβm^Z®Zβm, the induced homomorphism Sv*\ KO4N2m->
KU4N'2m is expressed as the matrix \\ jjj : Z®Zβ->Z®Zβm. Therefore it
follows immediately that M4(N2m)=l + Λ.
iii) The X=R2m case: Compare the two commutative diagrams
0 ^ ^0 0^
KO;Ί?
I K(
KOQ
KO^PL
%RL ϊ
KO^SZβm
" ^ 0 0
KU f
I
KU Q
with exact diagonals, in dimensions i = 0 and 4. Since
KO^PL and KUfi'2m^KU^@KU^SZβm for t = 0 and 4, the induced
homomorphism £(,*: KOiRzm->KUiR'2m is represented by the matrix {„ o) or
[i « 1 according as i=0 or 4. The result is now immediate.
iv) The X=NP'im case: Use the following commutative diagram
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0 -> KOtΊ? -* KOiNPL -* ifO.JVL — 0
4 4 4
0 -* KO{Ίί> -* KCfNPL -* KC Nίn -* 0
with exact rows, in dimensions t = 0 and 4. Then the result follows from ii)
by a routine computation.
v) The X=NR'
ΐm
 case: Use the following commutative diagrams
KO0NRίu S KO0RL 0 - * Ό 4 Σ
2
 - KOtNRζM - iθ) 4 !?£. -> 0
4 _ 4 4 ^ 4
KO6NR'2m = KO4N'2m 0 -* KO2Έ,° -* KO2NR'2m -
4 _ 4 4 _ 4
KC6NRL =f K C W L *:cywi£. =? ϋ:c0iV2'M
with exact rows. Then the result follows immediately from ii) and iii).
vi) The X=R'Q2m case is shown by a similar argument to the case iv) us-
ing the cofiber sequence Ί?->R'Q2m-^yΣ?Q2m • Σ1 and the above result i).
3.3. As a special case of (3.3) we here deal with a CW-spectrum X such
that KUQX has a direct sum decomposition
Ci π\ JFTT V/-^ Δ/T\ P / T N / / ^ /T\/^\π^ /Jf fT\ T?fΎT\( TΓΓ\ T/TΛ τr\si\f Tsτ\ Γ/TΛ 7"'\
{O./i JΓV v_/ Q.Λ. = y x VL7 xJ VX/\^  v^ VL? v^y My-ίJ vX/ i-' vΣ/\ * VX?-i VX7-£ /vlyv^/ vL?»/ ^ C - / /
in which the conjugation ί* acts on KUQX as in (3.4). For such a CW-spectrum
X Lemma 2.1 ii) asserts that KO1X®KO5X^(A®Zβ)®(B^Zβ) and i^OsX®
KO7Xs*(A*Zβ)(B(B®Zβ) under the assumption that KU,X=0. We will
now show the first one of our main results.
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a CW-spectrum such that KU0X has a direct sum
decomposition as (3.7) and KU1X=0. Assume that A and B are both direct sums
of 2-torsion free cyclic groups. Then there exist abelian groups A
o
, A4, B2 and B6
with A0(BAA^A, B2®BQ^B SO that X is quasi KO^-equivalent to the wedge sum
Proof. Consider the exact sequence
JjJKOj+1X®KOj+5X-> 0
induced by the cofiber sequence ΊϊKC ^C*KOVVKO^^^"KU
tu
 2KC w h e n y = 0 a n d 2 S i n c e KO1X®KO5X^A®Z/2 and
KO7X^B®Z/2, we can choose direct sum decompositions A^A0(BA4,
B6 with Ait B6 free so that
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KOi+3X for i=0 and 4.
Our proof will be established by the same method as in [12, Theorem 5.2]
or [13, Theorem 2.5]. Abbreviate by Y the desired wedge sum of nine elemen-
tary spectra. For each component YH of the wedge sum Y we choose a unique
map fH: YH-+KU ΛX whose induced homomorphism in KU homologies is the
canonical injection. Here H is taken to be A
o
, AA, B2, B6, C, A', B\ Γ or/ ' .
Notice that there exists a map gH: YH->KC ΛX satisfying (ζAV)gH=fH for each
H. We will find a map hH: YH->KO/\X such that {SUAί)hff=fH for each H,
and then apply [12, Proposition 1.1] to show that the map h= VhH: Y= V YH~~*
B B
KOΛX becomes a quasi KO*-equivalence. We will only find such maps hH
in the cases H=AOy C, A' and /', the other cases being done similarly,
i) The H=A0 case: Consider the commutative diagram
0 -> Ext (Λ, KO
β
X) -> [SA0, τ3K0ΛX] K™ Hom(Λ, KO5X) -> 0
0 -^ Ext(iί0> KO7X) -> [SA0, ΈfKOΛX] -> Hom(Λ, KO6X) -> 0
with the universal coefficient sequences, in which the arrows ίt
κo
 assign to any
map / its induced homomorphism of KO homologies in dimension 0. Note that
the induced homomorphism / ^ ( ( ^ c V l ) ^ ) - KO0SAQ-+ KO5X becomes trivial
because KO5X^ψ0(A4). Then the composite (η^)(τπlιAV)gAQ=(εoπΊ}\l)fAQ:
Σ
2SA0->KOΛX is in fact trivial becasuse Έxt(A0, KO7X)=0. So we can find a
desired map hAo.
ii) The H=C case: Recall that P is self dual, thus P=Έ,2DP. Since
ηAl: ΈΪKOΛP-^KOΛP is trivial, it is easily seen that the composite
{ηr,l){rπc\\)g
c
^{e
o
πϋ\l)fc^ PΛSC->22KOΛX becomes trivial. So we can
find a desired map h
c
.
iii) The H=Ar case: Set Af=φZβfniy and then write 2A/=φZ/4mi and
I ί
A"=®Zβ. We will first find vertical arrows hOy hλ making the diagram below
i
commutative
5(24') %X WA, J-% Ί?SA"
IK i gA, I hx
KOΛX -> KCΛX -> Ί?KO/\X
II UΛ ivJ
KOΛX -> KUΛX -> τ2K0ΛX
after replacing the map gA' with {ζ^Xjg^—f^ suitably if necessary. The induced
homomorphisms κK0((τπc1A^)gA/)' KOjWAs—>KOJ+5X are trivial in dimensions
y=0 and 2 because ψ
o
(2A') = Q=ψ2(A'*Zβ). So we get a map h'o: VΣ 0-*
i
ΊϊKOΛX such that K)2A>={τπΊ\\)gA>iw\ S(2A')->Ί?KOΛX and in addition
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(ηAl)h'o=O where J2A'=V jimr VSZjAπii-» VΣ1. Consequently the composite
(η
Λ
l)(τπ<31 Λ)SA^W: S(2Ar)->Σ2KOΛX becomes trivial. Hence we can obtain
desired maps h0 and hx by applying [12, Lemma 1.3].
We will next find vertical maps kOy kλ making the diagram below commu-
tative
M2A, — WA, " ^ VΣ
3JA"JW
KOΛX • KOΛX » Έ,3KOAX
II UΛ \VA
KOΛX —^ KUΛX > ΊϊKOΛX
vrithj
Λ
//=yj2: VSZβ-^ VΣ1, after replacing the map gA/ with (ζAl)gA'—fA'
again if necessary. Notice that the composite ^A)^A^JM: M2A'-*''Σ
1SA" is
trivial because (^
Λ
1)^^= V (p4«fS2^4»i17): VΣ1-^ WSZjl where p4W|.f2' 5Z/4wf ->
SZ/2 denotes the associated map with the canonical epimorphism. Since
jwK,w = iA"JM' M1A>->Ί<2SA", the composite {vA)^^A)^AMtw'- M2A'->
ΈfKOΛX coincides with the composite {ΎiNY)hj,A>']M) which is trivial. So we
can obtain desired maps k0 and kλ by applying [12, Lemma 1.3] again. How-
ever the composite (ηA)]A"jw: WAr-^ VΣ2 becomes trivial because (ηAl)jA"—
i
yUtotfimfr+tlimjz))- V5Z/2->VΣ°. Hence there exists a map hAr. WA,->
KOΛX with (^
Λ
l)h
w
=f
w
 as desired.
iv) The H=Γ case: Setting Γ=®Zβmi we will find vertical maps
hQy hλ making the diagram below commutative
SΓ l ^ MQjr j - V(Σ2VΣ4)
KOΛX -> KCΛX -> τ'KOΛX
II U Λ I ivA
KOΛX -> KUΛX-> τ2K0ΛX
after replacing the map g^ with (ζA l)gI/=fι, suitably if necessary. The induced
homomorphisms ic
κo
{{rπ'dιA l)gr): KOjMQj/-^KOi+5X are trivial in dimen-
sions j=0 and 2 because ψ
o
(IφΓ)=0=Λlr2(I®Γ*Zβ). So we get a map hi:
VΣ 0->Σ 2 i£θΛX such that Aίy// = (τzr51Al)^//iJfQ: 5Γ->Σ 3i^0ΛX and in ad-
dition (?7
Λ
 1)^=0. Since the composite (ηAl){τπ~c-Λ 1)^//%Q SΓ->Ί?KOΛXbe-
comes trivial, we can obtain desired maps A
o
 and /^  by applying [12, Lemma 1.3].
Choose maps A{: Σ°-*Σ2i£θΛX, *{': Σ°-^KOΛX satisfying A1 =
ftί7?): V ( Σ 0 V Σ 2 ) - » 2 ^ θ Λ l , and then set E=y(ftfa,»,+ftί/./aJ: SΓ
X. Notice that (^
Λ
l)A1 = ^ (V(ί2lBl.57V%mi.9?)): y(Σ°VΣ 2 )-*ί :0ΛX because
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ykiV2 a n d Ky^2miv) = yk/i/V2' Hence the composite (ηAl)hJMQ:
MQj,^Ί<2KO/\X becomes trivial. So there exists a map h^: MQ^KOΛX
with (6UAl)hIf=fIf as desired.
4. KUQX containing only one 2-cyclic group Zβs+1
4.1. We first deal with a CW-spectrum X such that KUQX has a direct
sum decomposition
(4.1)
with A, B direct sums of 2-torsion free cyclic groups, and KU^^O. Here
the conjugation t* behaves on A, B and C φ C as in (3.4), and ί # = l on the last
factor Zβm. For such a CW-spectrum J\Γ we consider the exact sequence
KUj+2X2/ i£C ;X t.
j
^Oy+i-ΪΘ^Oy+B-X -* 0
in dimensions y=0 and 2 as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Recall that
A®C®Z/2m9 KC2XcχB®C®Zβt KO1X®KO5X^(A®Zβ)®Zβ and
KOzX®KO7X^{B®Zβ)®Zβ.
Using the isomorphism θ0: (A®Zβ)®Zβ-*KOιX®KOfiX, we put
0O(O, 1)=(Λ, y)^KOλX®KO5X. Then the pair (Λ?, y) is divided into the three
types:
i) #φθ, ^ = 0 ii) Λ?=0, jyΦO iii) χ φ θ , yφO.
Corresponding to each type we can choose a direct sum decomposition of A
as follows:
(4.2) i) A^A0®A, with AA free so that ψo(Ao®Zβtn)^(Ao®Zβ)®Zβ<x>
^KOXX and ψQ(AA)^AA®Zβ^KO5X.
ii) ^4^^40θ^4 with A4 free so that ^{A^^A^Zβ^KO^ and
ψ
o
(A4®Zβm) α {AA®Zβ) ®Zβ<y
iii) A^A0®A4®Z with J 4 free so that
(A4®Zβ)®Zβ<y> « XΌ 5Z and
Similarly we can choose a direct sum decomposition of 2? corresponding to
each of the three types. Consequently we have
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a CW-spectrum satisfying (4.1).
i) KOQXszA(BC@Zβm is decomposed into one of the following three types:
Al) KCoX^AQ®A4e>CφZβm so that KO1X^(A0®Zβm)®Zβ, KO5X^
A4®Zβ and both r*: KC.X-^KO.X and (τπc%: KC0X->KO5X are the
canonical epimorphisms.
A2) KCQX^AQ®A4®C@Zβm so that KO1X^A0®Zβ, KO^X^{A4®Zβm)
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®Z/2 and both T*: KCQX-^KOλX and (TTΓC1)*: KC0X->KO5X are the
canonical epimorphisms.
A3) KC{jX^AQ@Ai®Z@C@Zβm so that KO1X^{A0®Zβ)φZβ, KO5X^
(AA®Zβm)®Zβ and (τ7Γc%: KC0X-^KO5X is the canonical epimorphism,
but r*: KCQX-^KO^X is the epimorphism whose restriction to Z@Zβm is
given by the matrix (J J ) : Z®Zβm-> (A0®Zβ)@Zβ.
ii) KC2X^B®C 0Z/2 is similarly decomposed into one of the three types:
Bl) KC2X^B2ΦB6ΘC®Zβ with KOzX^{B2®Zβ)®Zβ, KO7X^B6®Zβ.
B2) KC2X^B2ΘB6φCφZ/2 with KOzX^B2®Zβ, KO7X^{B6φZβ)®Zβ.
B3) KC2X^B2®B6φZ®CφZβ with KO3Xs*(B2®Zβ)®Zβ, KO7X^
(BB®Zβ)®Zβ.
Here T*: KC2X-^KO3X and (τπc1)*' KC2X-+KO7X are epimorphisms as given
in Al), A2) and A3) respectively.
4.2. By making use of Lemma 4.1 we will now show the second one of our
main results.
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a OW-spectrum such that KU0X has a direct sum
decomposition as (4.1) and KUj^X^O. Then there exist abelίan groups A
o
, Aif B2
and B6 and a certain CW-spectrum Y so that X is quasi KO^-equivalent to the
wedge sum SA0 V Z
2SB2 V VSA, V Σ
6S£6 V (P A SO) V Y. Here Y is taken to be
one of the following elementary spectra ΊίSZβm, TV2m, Σ 2 + WL, Σ'-RL and NR'2m
for f=0, 4.
Proof. Set Y
n
=SZβm, Y12=W2m, Y1 3=Σ
6iVL, Y21=V2m, Y22 =
VSZβtn, y 2 3=Σ
2 iVL, Y31=VRL, Y*=Rίm and Yzz=NR
f
2m. According to
Lemma 4.1 KC0X and KC2X are respectively decomposed with the three types
Al)-A3) and Bl)-B3). We will prove that X is quasi KO*-equivalent to the
wedge sum SA0\/^
2SB2VVSAAVΣ
6SB6V(PASC)V Y{j in each type {At, Bj).
In each type {At, Bj) we choose a unique map/ i ; : Y^-^KU/\X whose induced
homomorphism in KU homologies is the canonical injection. Then there exists
amapg t i : YU-+KO AX satisfying {ζAl)gij=fij, It is sufficient to find a map
h
u
: Y^-^KOAX such that (£UAl)hij=fij for each pair {At, Bj), because the
other cases has been established in the proof of Theorem 3.3.
i) The Y
n
=SZβm case: Consider the commutative diagram
0 -> Ext(Z/2m, KO6X) - [SZβm, X3KOAX] "™ Hom(Z/2m, KO5X) -> 0
0 -> Ext(Z/2m, KO7X) -> [SZβm, Σ2KOAX] -> Hom(Z/2m, KO,X) -* 0
with the universal coefficient sequences. The induced homomorphisms
%κo{(rπcιAl)^n) KOiSZβm-*KOi+5X become trivial in dimensions i=0 and 2
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because of Lemma 4.1 Al) and Bl). So it is easily verified that the composite
(VA l)(τarC'Λ 1)?II=(£0*ί^li/ii : SZβm-*l?KO AX is trivial. Hence we can find
a desired map h
n
.
ii) The Y2ι=V2m case: We will first find vertical arrows h0 and λx mak-
ing the diagram below commutative
SZjm - ί V2m
ih0 I g21 I hλ
KOΛX -* KCΛX -> Ί?KOΛX
II
The induced homomorphisms κKo{{τπ~cι A\)g2^): KO\Vr2m->KO)i+5X are trivial in
dimensions z=0 and 2because KO0V2m~Zlm, KC0V2m^ZβmandKO7X^yJro(B6)
by Lemma 4.1 Bl). So we get a map K\ Ί?^1?KOΛX such that hΌj
m
=
{τπ~cιA\)g2ιίv'. SZ/m-^^KOΛX and in addition (ηAl)hό=O when m is even.
Hence the composite (η
 Λ
l)(τττc1
 A^)g2Jv: SZjm-^ ΈfKOΛX becomes trivial when
m is even as well as odd. By applying [12, Lemma 1.3] we can obtain desired
maps h0 and hγ after replacing the map g21 with (fΛl)^ 2 1=/ 2 1 suitably if necessary.
Moreover we note that h^: KO2SZβ-^KOλX becomes trivial since the
induced homomorphism /c^o((τ^c1
Λ
l)^r2i): KOAV2tn->KO1X is also trivial by
means of Lemma 4.1 A2). This implies that the composite hfa: Έϊ-^KOΛX is
trivial. Hence it follows that (97
Λ
l)/*i=V2^2: SZβ->K0ΛX because ηAl =
7j2j2+i2V2' l?SZβ-*SZβ by (1.1). When m is even, we see that ( Ϊ 7 Λ1)A1 =
h
ι
ρ
m2ίmη2: SZβ->K0ΛX where pm2: SZ/m-^SZβ denotes the associated map
with the canonical epimorphism. Hence it follows that the composite (ηAί)hJv:
V2m->Ί,
2K0ΛXis trivial when m is even. When m is odd, h^: KO0SZβ->
KO7X becomes also trivial because hιjv—{τπ'cιA\)g2ι. Using the fact that
Alί|s: KO{SZβ-^KOi+7X are trivial in dimensions i=0 and 2, we can then verify
that the composite {ηAl)hλ: SZβ-^KOΛX is trivial when m is odd. Conseqently
there exists a map h21: V2m-*KOΛX satisfying {SoπϋιA^)h2ι=f2ι for any m.
iii) The Y32=R2m case: Note that the induced homomorphisms
%κo{{τπ~cιh 1)^ 32): KOiRim-^KOi+sX are trivial in dimensions i=0y 4 and 6 by
means of Lemmas 3.2 iii) and 4.1 A3), B2). Then we can find vertical arrows
h0, hλ making the diagram below commutative
Σ° ί RL ύ-ΊΪSZβm
KOΛX -* KCΛX -* Ί?KOΛX
II lfAi ivJ
KOΛX ^KUΛX-+'Σ2KOΛX.
Moreover we can see that h
λ
*\ KOiSZβm-+KOi+1X are trivial in dimensions
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i=0 and 2 because h
ι
j'R={τπ~cι Aϊ)gn> So we can verify that the composite
(^
Λ
1)A1: Σ2SZ/2m->K0ΛX becomes trivial. Hence there exists a desired map
#32-
iv) The Y2z=:zΣ2N2m case is shown similarly to the case iii), by means of
Lemmas 3.2 ii) and 4.1 A2), B3) in place of Lemmas 3.2 iii) and 4.1 A3), B2).
v) The Y33 = NR'2m case: Note that the induced homomorphisms
%κo{(T7C'cιΛ)gzz)' KOiNRίm-^KOi+sX are trivial in dimensions i=0, 2, 4 and 6,
by means of Lemmas 3.2 v) and 4.1 A3), B3). Then we can find vertical arrows
h0, hλ making the diagram below commutative
Σ
2VX° i * NRL JiR JΪSZβm
K0/\X -* KC/\X -* Ί?K0/\X
II U
Λ
i ivJ
KOΛX -> iί ί/ΛZ -* Σ2i^θΛJί.
Moreover we can see that h^: KO\SZ\2m->K0]i+1X are trivial in dimensions
i=0, 2. This implies that the composite (97^1)^: Έ^SZβm-^KOAX is trivial.
The result is now immediate.
The other cases F22-Σ
45Z/2m, Y12=W2m, Y31=VRL and Y 1 3 =ΣWL
are evidently shown by parallel discussions to the above cases i), ii), iii) and
iv) respectively.
4.3. We next deal with a CίF-spectrum X such that KU0X has a direct
sum decomposition
(4.3) i) KUQX^A®B®(C®C)®(Z®Zβm) or
ii)
with A, B direct sums of 2-torsion free cyclic groups, and KU1X=0. Here
the conjugation t* behaves on A, B and C@C as in (3.3), and moreover on
ZφZβm, Z ®Zβn as follows :
o r
 ''
 =
 (ίι 1) o n
(-1?) or ίβ = ( " i _ J ) on ZΘZ/2,
For such a CPF-spectrum X we recall that
Zβ and i£O 3 XeXO 7 X^B®Z/2 or s*(B®Zβ)@Zβ in the case (4.3) i) or
ii). By a parallel discussion to (4.2) we can show
Lemma 4.3. Let X be a OW-spectrum satisfying (4.3).
i) When t*=tD on Z®Zβm, KCQX^A®C®(Z®Zβ)@H with H=0,
Zβn or Zβ and it is decomposed ίrίto either of the following three types:
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Dl) KC(iX^A,®A4®C®{Z@Zβ)@H SO that KOxX^(AQ®Zβ)®Zβs
KO5X^A4®Zβ and both r*: KC.X-^KO.X and (τπΈ%:
are the canonical epimorphίsms.
D2) 2CCo2Γ«i4o0i44eCΘ(ZeZ/2)0H JO that KO&ex
{A4®Zβ)®Zβ and both τ*r KC^X-^KO^ and (rπc%: KC0X-+KO5X
are the canonical epimorphisms.
D3) KC0X^A0®A4®Z®C®{Z®Zβ)®H so that KOγX^ {A0®Zβ)®Zβ,
KO5X^(A4®Zβ)®Zβ and (TTΓC1)*: KCQX->KO5X is the canonical
epimorphism, but T*: KCQX-^KO^X is the epimorphism whose restriction to
Z@(Z®Zβ) is given by the matrix ft ® j X Z®Z®Zβ-*(A0®Zβ)®
Zβ.
ii) When t*=tF on Z®Zβm, KCoX^AφC®(Z®Zβm)®HwithH=Oy
Zβn or Zβ and it is decomposed similarly into one of the three types D4)y D5)
and D6) corresponding to the above D\), D2) and D3).
iii) When t*=tE on Z®Zβn, KC2X^B@C@H@(Z®Zβ) with H=
Zβm or Zβ and it is also decomposed into one of the three types £1), E2) and E3)
as the case i).
iv) When t*=tG on ZφZβn, KC2X^B®C®H®(Z®Zβn) with H=
Zβm or Zβ and it is also decomposed into one of the three types E4), E5) and E6)
as the case ii).
4.4. By making use of Lemma 4.3 we will here show the third one of our
main results.
Theorem 4.4. Let X be a CW-spectrum such that KU0X has a direct sum
decomposition as (4.3) and KU1X=0. Then there exist abelain groups AOy AA, B2
and B6 and certain CWspectra Y and Y' so that X is quasi KO^-equivalent to
the wedge sum SA0V^
2SB2VTSA4\/^
6SB6VY\/Y
f
. Here Y is taken to be
Έ,
2+iM2m, ^Q2m, NPίm or R'Q2mfor ί=0, 4 and Yf to be {pt} in the (4.3) i) case
and Yf to be Ί}M2ni Σ2+/Q2n, l?NP'4n or 22R'Q2nfor ί=0, 4 in the (4.3) ii) case.
Proof. Set Y^ΊfM^ Y2 = Ί,2M2m, Ys = NP'4m Y4 = Q2m, Y5 = TQ2my
Y6=R'Q2m and then Y J - Σ 2 ^ for l ^ j ^ 6 . According to Lemma4.3 KC0Xis
decomposed with the six types Dl)-D6), and KC2X is decomposed with the
six types El)-E6) in the case (4.3) ii). We will prove that X is quasi KO*-
equivalent to the wedge sum SA0VZ
2SB2WSA4V2
6SB6V(PASC) V Yt V Y'
in each type (Di, Ej). In each type Di) we choose a unique map f{: Y^Kl/AX
whose induced homomorphism in i£?7-homologies is the canonical injection.
Then there exists a map g{: Y^KCΛX satisfying (ζAl)gi=fi. It is sufficient to
find a map h{: Y^KOAX such that (aι/Λl)A |.=/ί for each i, the Y'=Y'j case
being similarly done.
i) The Y2=22M2 w case: We will find vertical arrows hOy hx making the
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diagram below commutative
ΊΪSZβm^ Z2M2m ^ Σ
4
KOΛX -> KCΛX->Ί,3KOΛX
II UΛI UΛI
KOΛX -+KUΛX->τ2K0ΛX
by replacing the map g2 with (fΛ I)g2=f2 suitably if necessary. The induced
homomorphisms RK0((τπc1Aΐ)g2)' KOiM2m-^KOi+7X become trivial in dimen-
sions z=0, 2 because of Lemma 4.3 D2) and El)-E3). Hence it is easily seen
that the composite (v ^ (rπc1
 Al)g2iM' Σ2SZβm->KO ΛX is trivial. So we get
desired maps h0, hλ by applying [12, Lemma 1.3]. However the map hλ: Σ1 —>
KO A X has an extension h
λ
: ΊϊSZ\ϊm->KO A X satisfying hj = h
v
 Since (77
Λ
1)
h
x
=h^iyi)\ Σ2->KOΛX, the result is now immediate.
ii) The Y3 — NPίm case: Note that the induced homomorphisms
ίcKodrπc1
 Al)g3* KOiNPίm-^KOi+5X are trivial in dimensions ί = 0 . a n d 4, by
means of Lemmas 3.2 iv) and 4.3 D3). Then we can find vertical arrows h0, lnx
making the diagram below commutative
IK l g3 i ,
X KOΛX — X3KOΛX
II K
Λ
 l ^
K0ΛX-> KUΛX -> Ί,2KOΛX.
Moreover we notice that the composite hrf: Ί^-^KOΛX becomes trivial because
h1j/NP=(τπc1 Al)g3 Then it follows from (1.1) that (ηAl)h1=h1iη=h1iπ2(η2j, η):
SZ/4m -+KOΛX where π2: Σ° V Σ° -» Σ° stands for the second projection. The
result is now immediate.
iii) The Y^=Q2m case: As in the case i) we can find vertical arrows hOy
h
λ
 making the diagram below commutative
SZβm ^ Q2m JΛ Σ 4
I ho lg* \hχ
KOΛX -> KCΛX -> τ3K0ΛX
II K Λ I ivJ
KOΛX ->KUΛX->Ί,2KOΛX
since the induced homomorphisms ^o((T7Γc1Λl)<§f4) KOiQ2m-^KOi+5X are trivial
in dimensions i=0, 2 by means of Lemma 4.3 D4) and E4)-E6). The map
h
λ
\ Έ^-^KOΛX is written as the composite h^ktf for some map k
γ
: Σ°-*KOΛ
X. Hence we see that {ηAV)hι=kιj(τjη): 1?-+KOΛX which implies our result
immediately.
iv) The Y6=R'Q2m case: We will find vertical arrows h0> hx making the
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diagram below commutative
M
m
 ^ R'Q2m ^ Σ s
\hQ lg6 \hx
KOΛX > KCΛX * Z3KOAX
II UΛI IVJ
KOΛX >KU/\χ >τ2KθΛX
by replacing the map g6 with (ζAl)g6—fβ suitably if necessary. The induced
homomorphisms ΐc
κo
((τ7c~cι
 A\)g^\ KOft'Q2m->KOi+5X become trivial in dimen-
sions z=:-0, 4 and 6 by means of Lemmas 3.2 vi) and 4.1 D6), E4)-E6). Then
we get a map %: Σ2->KO AXsuch that (TTΓ^1
Λ
l)£6*V,*'Q=Aojr/V: R2m-*Έ?KO/\X
and in addition (37
Λ
l)λo=O. So we obtain desired maps /?0 and Aj by applying
[12, Lemma 1.3]. Since there exists a map k
x
: 1,*~->K0AX with k1η=h19 it
follows from (2.3) that (v^h.^kjjiih^): Σ 6 - > ί θ Λ X The result is now
immediate.
The other cases Y1=Σ
6M2m and Y5=Σ
4Q2» a r e evidently shown by pa-
rallel discussions to the cases i) and Hi) respectively.
4.5. We will finally prove our main theorem as a corollary by putting
Theorems 3.3, 4.2 and 4.4 together.
Proof of Theorem 2. Recall that the conjugation t* on KU0X ^H ®Z\2m,
m=2\ is represented by one of the matrices given in (3.1) i)-v). If its matrix
representation has the type i), we may apply Theorem 4.2 in order to observe
that Y is taken to be one of the elementary spectra Ί,2iSZj2m, Σ2iV2my Ί?ιNίm
Σ
2t
'i?L and Ί?5NRί
m
 for 0 ^ z ^ 3 and O ^ j ^ l . If it has the type iii) or iv), we
may apply Theorem 4.4 in order to observe that Y is taken to be one of the
elementary spectra Σ2 ίM2,, Σ
2ίQ2w, ΊFNPi* and X2iR'Q2w for the above z, j . If
it has the type ii) or v), we may apply Theorem 3.3 in order to observe that Y is
taken to be one of the elementary spectra Σ2iW2m (m=4ή) and Έt2iMQ2m for the
above j .
Combining Theorem 2 with Propositions 1.2, 2.3 and 2.4, and then apply-
ing [12, Corollary 1.6] with (1.3) and (2.5) we obtain
Corollary 4.5. i) N'M2mRNPim i V ' Q 2 w - P V Σ F 2 w , i ? M 2 , -
P'Q4
m
~τ
2MQ2m andP'Q2n^oPVZ2SZInfor n odd.
ϋ) M W 2 w - Σ W P 4 m , M'R2mroP\JΊ?V2m, QW 2 w ί -PVΣ 3 Γ 2 w ,
Q'Pt
m
~MQ'2m and Q'P2nToP\jτzSZ\njoγ n odd.
iii) MQ2m~VMQ2m, NPL-VNPL, NRίm~Σ4NRίM and
#'<? 2 w ,~Σ
4 i ?Ό 2 w ,
iv) MQ'2m~?MQ'2m NP2m~VNP2m NR2m~VNR2m and
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REMARK. By applying [14, Theorem 2.6] we can observe that
(4.4) M'M2mRΊ,1MPim, MP2mRVMP2M and MPίm~VMP'2m.
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